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millions dead and mutilated; homes, hospitals and factories des-
troyed ; productive assets paralysed; communications dislocated:
the network of trade disrupted; currencies without confidence:
and people in despair. And yet, huge armies \vere quickly de-
mobilised with almost no rise in the level of unemployment. Plants
producing armaments were rapidly turned to the output of
articles of everyday use. The visible scars of war were soon
healed.
The experience of conversion may be illustrated by some ex-
amples. In 1946 the military expenditure in^e United States was
reduced to just about one-fifth of the level <, ^ siily one year before.
Between August 1945 and June 1946, overlie million men gave
up the army uniform for civilian clothes. I jn le United Kingdom,
seven million persons engaged either in th^^ny or in servicing it
were released in a matter of sixteen months. iSut in both the coun-
tries a very rapid expansion of output for civilian purposes
opened up sufficient employment opportunities so that unemploy-
ment, contrary to the predictions of many economists, increased
but little. In continental western Europe, war, destruction and
dislocation was much greater. Most commodities were in short
supply. Inflationary pressures were severe. Confidence in curren-
cies was shaken. But in eighteen months after the end of the hosti-
lities, industrial output rose to the pre-war level nearly everywhere,
except in Western Germany and Italy.
The Soviet Union and the Eastern European countries had
suffered most severe human and material losses. Vast numbers of
people were moved far away from their place of residence.
Despite these incredible handicaps the pre-war level of industrial
output was reached or surpassed by 1948.
The destruction, devastation and dislocation caused by the War
was very severe. The total resources devoted to the War were
far greater than at present. But the destructiveness of the War
was more than matched by the resilience of the economies. This
process of very rapid conversion has provided the countries \\ith
a very valuable experience. Referring to the measures adopted
during the process of conversion, the United States government
stated that :
"Tried  measures   such   as  these   would   be  under   active

